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“Tzu-Chen, let’s go back.”Ding Cang Dao said.

“I’m not going back.”

“Why do you need to, when you go back, I’ll let you and Ding Huan get married, didn’t you say that you
like Ding Huan, I think you should be looking forward to it.In the future, you will no longer be Ding
Lan’s husband, but Ding Huan’s, you went from being my son-in-law to a granddaughter-in-law, no
matter howmuch it changes, we are still family.”

“Impossible, Ding Lan and I, will always be husband and wife.”

“What about Ding Huan?”

“Also.”

“Alright, you can do whatever you want, I’ll marry both Ding Lan and Ding Huan to you, even if you
want to marry a few more of my granddaughters.”

“Alright, you guys go first.”

“Where are you going?”

“I’m going to save Dinran.”

“You’re crazy, you’re so Godni will really kill you and you won’t even find the mountain.” A second to
remember to read the book

“Then I’ll keep looking as well.”

And now, long since disappeared elsewhere on the divine mountain, in a certain great hall, the South
Sea God Nun said to Ding Lan, “From now on, forget your identity, the dust of the world has nothing to
do with you anymore.”

“Yes, Master.”Ding Lan’s eyes nodded without a glance.

But at this moment, a voice sounded in the ears of the South Sea Divine Nun: “South Sea Divine Nun.”

“Ah, who are you?”Nan Hai Shen Ni was shocked that someone could send a message to her through
the air.

“Immediately, immediately, send Ding Lan to Omi, or else I want you to never exist again.”The voice in
Nan Hai Shen Ni’s ears said without discussion.

“Who are you, get out of here, don’t hide if you have the guts.”Nan Hai Shen Ni shouted, her face black
with anger, but this person was able to transmit a voice into her ear through the air, it was not known
who she was anymore, it was by no means an ordinary person.



“What I am, is not something you can see.”

“Joke, do you think you can still walk away from someone who has reached my hands?Impossible.”

At that moment, the clothes on Nan Hai Shen Ni’s body burned fiercely.

“Ah, what’s going on?Why am I on fire.”Nan Hai Shen Ni was shocked and tried to extinguish the fire,
but no matter howmuch she tried to extinguish it, the fire was out than.

Ting Lan saw the situation and was busy, “Master, what’s wrong with you?”

“Quick, help me put out the fire.”

Ting Lan felt baffled, but the ton helped pour a pot of water on it, but to no avail.

After a few minutes, Nanhai Shenni’s clothes were all burned out and his whole body was red.

“What are you?Come out.”Shinni yelled in anger.

“I’m only going to say this once, take the girl next to you and send her to Don Omi, or else.”

“Or else what?”

“Or you will cease to exist, do you hear me?”

“Don’t bully others too much.”

“Hmph, that’s looking for death, I can kill you easily.”

The divine nun was helpless and shouted at Ding Lan, “Get lost.”

Ding Lan was puzzled, “Master, who did you tell to get lost?”

“I said, get out of here.”

“Yes, Master, what do you mean?”

“Get out of the Divine Mountain.”

“Master, I don’t know what you mean.”Ding Lan was blinded.

Just then, the voice came back to Godni’s ears, “Godni, are you deaf?I’ll have you respectfully deliver it
to Don Omi on the count of three, one, two, three.”

“I’ll send.”Shenny shouted evenly.

“That’s right, send her to Don Omi, also, don’t let anyone know about my existence, understood

?”

“Hmph.”Nan Hai Shen Ni, suddenly pulled Ding Lan up and flew out.



“Master, what are you doing?”

“Give me the go.”

“Go?Where to?”

“Wherever you come from, you jinx.”Nanhai Shenni said in exasperation.

At this moment, on the surface of the sea, Omi drove away Ding Cang Dao, and Omi alone was ready to
go in search of the divine mountain.

However, at this moment, on the surface of the sea in front of him, the divine mountain suddenly
revealed itself.

Before Omi could fly up, he saw a naked woman, pulling Tang Huan towards Omi.

“Ah, what’s going on here.”

In the blink of an eye, the woman arrived in front of Omi, pushed Tang Huan towards Omi and grunted,
“All of you, get out.”

After saying that, the bare-assed woman disappeared into the spot.

Ding Lan was stunned there, and Omi was even more baffled.

“Ding Lan, what’s going on?Who is she?”Omi looked at Ding Lan and asked, Ding Lan’s costume at the
moment was a bald nun, without her hair, but without her hair, Ding Lan still looked beautiful and
otherworldly.

“I, I don’t know ah, Master was just in the main hall, suddenly went crazy, talking to himself, then his
body somehow caught fire, after that he cursed me jinx and threw me out.”

“Ah, that woman just now was a divine nun?”Omi was silly, he actually saw a divine nun, and a naked
divine nun at that, but the divine nun’s body was super nice ah, and his face was unexpectedly quite
pretty, and he thought that he was a beautiful woman from somewhere.

Originally, Omi also thought that even if he could really defeat Godni in the future, it would be an
unknown number of years from now.

Omi didn’t bother to pay attention to why Godni was so strange, he was busy saying, “Dinglan, come
home with me.”

“Go home, do I still have a home.”Ding Lan’s eyes fell lonely.

“Of course you do, I was sorry before, I ran off to the Academy of Immortals like this.”

“I don’t blame you, after all, the Academy of the Immortals your true family members are there.”

“You’re also my real family, I was just about to go home and get the good deed done with you.”

“What good deed?”

“You know, the good thing about having a baby.”



“Ah, you.”

“Ding Lan, Tang Huan was at the Academy of Immortality and found a former fellow of Li Changting’s,
so I’ve been able to determine that the Tang Huan of my previous life has nothing to do with you.”

“Why are you so sure.”

“Li Changting had an old hometown, a woman, back then, Li Changting learned that one of his old
hometown’s girlfriends was unexpectedly pregnant, and it was also about two months, so he wanted
to abort, but Li Changting used 100 Xian coins to get her to give birth, and after she gave birth, Li
Changting carried it to you and lied to you that it was yours.”

“Oh.”

“Ding Lan, come home with me, I want to be your qualified husband, from now on, what mother-in-law,
f*ck off.”

Ding Lan looked longingly at Omi, “You, is that really what you want?”

“Yes, unless you don’t like me, in which case, forget I said it.”

“Nonsense, I, why wouldn’t I like you.”

In that case, let’s go home.

“But I do.”

“It’s okay, you’ve been chased away by Godni.”

“I mean, I’m a nun now.”

Omi looked at Ting Lan’s bald head and smiled, “What’s a nun to be afraid of, an immortal, the idea is
that your hair grows out.Besides, you feel even better without hair.”

“I don’t want to.”
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